Abstract--In recent papers, Loewen and Zheng, and Zeidan, introduced sets of "generalized conjugate points," say Cl(x) and Cj(x), applicable to certain optimal control problems. These sets present two undesirable features. First of all, their nonemptiness has been established merely as a sufficient condition for the existence of negative second variations. Second, one can easily find examples for which, to solve the question of nonemptiness of these sets, may be much more difficult than directly finding variations that make the second variation negative. For the fixed-endpoint problem in the calculus of variations, both difficulties are solved by means of a third set S(x) which we recently introduced. In this setting, it is a simple fact to show that Cl(x) C Cj(x) C S(x).
INTRODUCTION
Suppose we are given an interval T := [t0,Q] in R, two points ~0, ~1 in R n, and a function L mapping T x R n x R ~ to R. Let X be the space of piecewise-C 1 functions mapping T to R ~, let X~ be the set of functions x E X satisfying x(to) = ~0 and x(tl) = ~1, and consider the functional I: X --~ R given by I(x) := ftt~o L(t, x(t), 2(t))dr. The problem we shall deal with (the simple fixed-endpoint problem in the calculus of variations), which we label (P), is that of minimizing I over X~.
Elements of X are called trajectories, and x E X~ solves (P) if I(x) < I(y) for all y E X~.
For any trajectory x we use the notation (~(t)) to represent (t, x(t), 2(t)), and we shall assume throughout that L is continuous, and C 2 with respect to x and 5. For all x E X consider the second variation of I along x given by I"(x; y):= ftt~ 2~(~(t))dt (y E X) where, for all (t, y, 9) E It is well known that any solution of (P) belongs to H (see [1] ).
There is an interest in characterizing H in a general, effective way beyond classical wellknown conditions (in terms of Jacobi's theory and conjugate points) which are applicable only to nonsingular trajectories. Various sets related to H have been recently proposed (see [2] [3] [4] [5] ). To define them, let us begin by introducing the following notation. For any s • (t0,t~], set T~ := [to, s], let Xs be the space of piecewise-C 1 functions mapping T~ to R '~, and set Y~ := {y • X~ I y(to) = y(s) = 0}. For given x • X and y • Y~, consider the functions v, w : T~ --+ R ~ (depending on both x and y) defined by
w(t) = w[y](t) := Cry (~(t)) = n~ (~(t)) y(t) + L~ (~(t)) 9(t).
Let us begin with the set of "generalized conjugate points" defined by Loewen and Zheng [4] . When reduced to (P) (and conjugacy is reversed in terms of to instead of tl), it corresponds to the following set. In [4] it is proved that x • H ~ Cl(x) N (to,tl) = 0. Though this set gives some idea of how to generalize Jacobi's theory both for singular extremals and for certain optimal control problems, it presents two unpleasant features. First, its nonemptiness has been established merely as a sufficient condition for the existence of negative second variations. Second, there are simple problems for which determining Cl(x) may be extremely difficult, perhaps even a hopeless task, but one can trivialy exhibit admissible variations for which the second variation is negative. A different set C2(x), applicable to certain optimal control problems more general than those treated in [4] , was later introduced by Zeidan [5] . When reduced to the problem considered in [4] , one has the relation Cl(x) C C~(x). However, exactly the same difficulties mentioned above apply for C2(x) and, with the purpose of solving them, we introduced in [2] a third set R(x) satisfying x • H ¢~ R(x) = @, and Cl(x) C C2(x) C R(x) (x • X). With respect to this new set, the two difficulties mentioned above are solved (see [2] , and also [6, 7] for other implications). Later in [3] , with the idea of simplifying even further the conditions defining membership of R(x), we introduced the following set. (i) f,~{<9(t), v(t)> + <y(t), w(t)>} dt < 0.
(
ii) If i~(t) = w(t) (t • T~), then s < tl and L~(fc(s))y(s) # O.
In [3] we proved that, if
S(x) (x 6 X).
With respect to this set, just like R(x), the above difficulties are solved (see [3] ). In particular, contrary to the behaviour of Cl(x) or C2 (x), it can never be more difficult to check nonemptiness of S(x) than to prove directly that x ~ H. Also, there are examples for which it is straightforward to prove that S(x) # ~, but finding negative second variations (or determining the sets Cl(x) or C2(x)) may be extremely difficult (see [3] ). It is not known 469 if these sets coincide in general. However, for the case n = 1 and under certain continuity and positivity assumptions on the functions delimiting the problem, we shall prove that C1 (x) = S(x), concluding that the four sets do coincide. In particular, the important singular example treated in [2,a] arises as a concrete instance of this discussion. is defined. In the remainder of this work we assume that n = 1. Therefore, 
A STURM-LIOUVILLE APPROACH

d ~[y](t) : ~ [p(t)~)(t)] + r(t)y(t), where d L~(2(t))] -Lx~(~(t)). p(t) = L~
-t [p(t)~(t)] + Ar(t)y(t) = 0 (t e [T0,tl]), y(T0) = y(tl) = O.
Since this problem is regular, we have the following. Let us now recall the Sturm (or Picone) Comparison Theorem which wil] be used throughout the paper.
THEOREM 2.1. Let P(t) >_ P.(t) > 0 and Q.(t) k Q(t) in the differential equations d d d-t [P(t)i~(t)] + Q(t)u(t) = O, -~ [P.(t)it.(t)] + Q.(t)u.(t) = O.
Then, between any two zeros of a nontriviaI solution u(t) of the first DE, there lies at least one zero of every solution of the second DE, except when u(t) = cu.(t).
With the help of this result we can establish certain crucial properties of ~ and Ao. 
-t [p(t)~l(t)] + Ar(t)y(t) --~ [p(t)y(t)] = 0 has y(t) = cl fp(t) -1 dt+c2 as its general solution. Being p(t)
>
(t) > M, N >_ r(t) for all t in an interval [to + c, t~] for some fixed e E (O,t~ -to). Let 70 E (to + c,t~) and consider the equations d d--t [P(t)y(t)] ÷ Ao(7o)r(t)y(t) = O, d M ~-~ [$,(t)] + Ao(7o)Ny,(t) = O.
Let Yo be the eigenfunction associated to the first DE, and let y,(t) = sinw(tl -t) with w 2 = ;~o(7o)N/M (w > O) be a solution to the second. The last zero before tl of this harmonic is tl -~r/w. By Theorem 2.1, 7o < t~ -~r/w. Now a simple manipulation shows that (Tr~M/N) [1/(tl -70)] 2 < Ao(70). 
~_, Cn y,~(t)p[z](t) dt= y(t)~o[z](t) dt.
Suppose further that z(ro) = z(tl) = 0 and let z(t) = ~=o dmy,~. Since ~ is self-adjoint, Clearly, if to < TO < s < 4*, then Ao(To,S) >_ 1 for, otherwise, following the reasoning of Lemma 2.3, there exists s. E (T0,S) such that Ao(To,S.) = 1. Hence, 4(T0) = s. < (* and, by Lemma 2.2, we reach a contradiction. Note also that, if 4" < s < tl, then there exists TO with to < To < s such that Ao(To,S) < 1. This follows because there are numbers T0 and s, with to < 7o < s. < s such that ((T0) = S. implying that Ao(To,s) < 1. Now, suppose that 4" < s < tl. Let TO with to < ~'o < s be such that Ao := ),O(TO, s) < 1 and let Yo be the associated eigenfunction. Then, by Lemma 2.4b (with boundary points To and s), 
